CHRISTMAS   DAY   IN   CHUST
property in the main square and in the centre of the town generally.
The non-Jews live in the meaner streets and remoter quarters.
The way to test this is to go through one of these towns on Friday
evening, when the Jewish Sabbath begins. Nearly all the shops
in the place are closed; it is difficult for the non-Jewish population
to buy anything on Friday evening or Saturday morning. The
squeeze-out of the non-Jews is complete. Only large and financially
powerful concerns, like Bata, can hope to compete with the Jewish
traders, and perhaps a nonrjewish shopkeeper here and there who
keeps going chiefly on what he earns on Friday evening and
Saturday morning. The non-Jewish small trader, with little
capital, almost invariably goes bankrupt before very long. The
Jews quarrel a good deal, and violently, among themselves, but
at the approach of a non-Jew they close their ranks with a solidarity
impossible to find among any other people in the world, unless it
be some remote race in Tibet.
The wholesale trade is almost exclusively in the hands of the
Jews, and the downfall of the non-Jewish interloper is achieved by
supplying his Jewish competitors with goods at prices which enable
them to undersell him.- If any Jew fails to fall into line the services
of the rabbi are enlisted and heavy punishments may be enforced
against him; he may be refused access to the ritual bath, or the
Jewish slaughterer may be ordered not to kill his chickens for him.
The peasant is entirely in the hands of the Jews. If he has any
money and wishes to buy anything, he must buy it from a Jew.
If he has no money, and' needs to borrow some for his taxes or his
mortgage, he must borrow it from a Jew. If he has something to
sell, he can only sell it to the Jewish dealers. If he wishes to hire a
plough, he must hire it, at a high rate, from a Jew. Most sinister of
all, if he wants a drink — and spirits form his only solace — he
must go to a Jew for it, for the great majority of the alchohol
licences are in the hands of Jews. If he goes to law, he puts money "
into the pocket of the Jewish lawyer — for in Carpathian-Ukraine
only 19 of the 160 lawyers are non-Jews. To litigate against a Jew,
in these conditions, is for him an almost hopeless proceeding.
It is an iron ring, from which there is no escape. It is often said
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